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Learning

To use models to explore
the appearance and
function of a structure.

Student’s book

Stability and balance,
page 172
How science helps,
page 173
Modelling Materials Chooser
Chart, page 94
Shell forms from sheet
metal, page 201

Timing

3 hours

Equipment and materials

For modelling the design
• long thin candles
• night lights
• pipe cleaners
• thick card
• thin card
• craft knife
• cutting mat
• safety ruler
• compass
• wire cutters
For making the design
• copper sheet
• brass sheet
• copper covered steel

welding wire
• brass wire
• tin snips
• flat files
• pliers
• silver solder and access to

soldering equipment
• hand drill and twist bits
• pop riveter plus rivets
• dishing bags and mallets
• pliers
• hammer, plywood and

panel pins for forming jigs
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Part 1 Stating the problem and
developing a specification
Long, thin candles fall over easily. This is both dangerous and messy.

Candlesticks for such candles can solve this stability problem by
lowering the centre of gravity and/or providing a wide base. There are
many ways to achieve this.

The specification for the candlestick you will design and make is:

(a) What it has to do:
• support a long thin candle so that it does not fall over easily.

(b) What it has to look like:
• elegant and in keeping with the place where it will be used.

(c) Other requirements:
• prevent dripping wax causing damage;
• be made from metal wire and sheet.

1 Copy the specification into your work-book.

2 Decide where the candlestick will be used.

3 Explain why long, thin candles fall over easily.
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Type of task

New

Other subjects

Science
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Part 2 Exploring possible solutions
through modelling
1 Use the card and pipe cleaners to explore

ways of supporting a long, thin candle so
that its stability is increased, that is, it is less
likely to fall over. For each idea you have to
make a separate model. Make quick,
annotated sketches of the models describing
how they make the candle less likely to fall
over.

Here are some suggestion to get you started:

2 So far your model will probably meet
only parts of the specification. Develop
it further so that it meets all the
requirements. Make an annotated sketch
of the final design, describing how it
meets all points in the specification.

Part 3 Developing ways
of making
1 For each part:

• work out what material you will need to start with;
• how you will turn the starting material into the finished part.

2 Then decide on how the parts will be joined together.

Present this information as a flow diagram.

Part 4 Making the design
1 Check the flow diagram with your teacher.

2 Make your design.

Part 5 Evaluate
Evaluate the candlestick using the following
techniques:

• User Trip;
• performance specification.

Further/homework

Using card and pipe cleaners, develop a
design that will support three night lights
in an attractive and safe manner.




